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 sample is extracted from the ampoule and
 cleaned of the surrounding excess impreg-
 nant by standard mechanical polishing
 techniques. In this way, we prepared
 nanowires of various metals (In, Sn, and
 Al) and semiconductors (Se, Te, GaSb,
 and Bi2Te3) (Fig. 2).

 The nanowire composites create substan-
 tial electric field patterns over the sample
 surface. We used a scanning probe microscope
 to measure electric fields at the surface of a
 nanocomposite. In a NanoScope (Digital In-
 struments, Santa Barbara, Califomia) scan-
 ning force microscope, the sample is mounted
 with conductive epoxy to a metal holder and
 is held at a few volts relative to a conductive
 cantilever tip that is grounded. The metal-
 coated, etched, single-crystal silicon tip has a
 radius of curvature of about 5 nm. The tip is
 set to oscillate at a frequency near its reso-
 nance frequency (78 kHz). When the canti-
 lever encounters a vertical electric field gradi-
 ent, the effective spring constant is modified,
 shifting its resonance frequency. By recording
 the amplitude of the cantilever oscillations
 while scanning the sample surface, we obtain
 an image that reveals the strength of the
 electric force gradient (13, 14).

 The image, however, may also contain
 topographical information; it is difficult to
 separate the two effects. This is circumvent-
 ed by taking measurements in two passes
 over each scan line (15). On the first pass,
 a topographical image (Fig. 3A) is taken
 with the cantilever tapping the surface, and
 the information is stored in memory. On
 the second pass, the tip is lifted to a
 selected separation between the tip and
 local surface topography (typically 20 to
 200 nm), such that the tip does not touch
 the surface. By using the stored topograph-
 ical data instead of the standard feedback,
 we can keep the separation constant. In
 this second pass, cantilever oscillation am-
 plitudes are sensitive to electric force gradi-
 ents without being influenced by topo-
 graphic features (Fig. 3B). This two-pass
 measurement process is recorded for every
 scan line, producing separate topographic
 and electric force images. From these imag-
 es, contours of electric force gradient (Fig.
 3C) can be drawn.

 The amplitude of the cantilever oscilla-
 tions is very large for small lift heights, and
 the images fade at separations larger than 80
 nm. This is consistent with previous reports of
 a strong dependence of the tip-surface force
 on the vertical separation (13). More work
 needs to be done to understand this quantita-
 tively. Note that some of the nanowires that
 appear in the topographic image are missing
 from the electric field image (Fig. 3). This is
 because either electrical contact tO these
 nanowires has failed or electrical conduction
 along the wire length has been interrupted.
 The scanning force technique thus provides a

 unique way of mapping the electrical proper-
 ties of nanocomposites.

 Applications of the metal nanowire com-
 posites include high-density electrical multi-
 feedthroughs and high-resolution plates for
 transferring a two-dimensional charge distri-
 bution between microelectronic devices. The
 semiconductor nanowires can be used in pho-
 todetector arrays of high spatial resolution,
 where each wire acts as a pixel of submicrome-
 ter dimensions. Also, with the application of
 the injection technique to ultrasmall channel
 insulators (channel diameter less than 50 nm)
 (16, 17), nanowire arrays can be made for
 fundamental studies of a variety of phenome-
 na, such as quantum confinement of charge
 carriers and mesoscopic transport.
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 Green Fluorescent Protein as a
 Marker for Gene Expression

 Martin Chalfie,* Yuan Tu, Ghia Euskirchen, William W. Ward,
 Douglas C. Prashert

 A complementary DNA for the Aequorea victoria green fluorescent protein (GFP) produces
 a fluorescent product when expressed in prokaryotic (Escherichia coli) or eukaryotic
 (Caenorhabditis elegans) cells. Because exogenous substrates and cofactors are not
 required for this fluorescence, GFP expression can be used to monitor gene expression
 and protein localization in living organisms.

 Light is produced by the bioluminescent
 jellyfish Aequorea victoria when calcium
 binds to the photoprotein aequorin (1).
 Although activation of aequorin in vitro or
 in heterologous cells produces blue light,
 the jellyfish produces green light. This light
 is the result of a second protein in A.
 victoria that derives its excitation energy
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 from aequorin (2), the green fluorescent
 protein (GFP).

 Purified GFP, a protein of 238 amino
 acids (3), absorbs blue light (maximally at
 395 nm with a minor peak at 470 nm) and
 emits green light (peak emission at 509 nm
 with a shoulder at 540 nm) (2, 4). This
 fluorescence is very stable, and virtually no
 photobleaching is observed (5). Although
 the intact protein is needed for fluores-
 cence, the same absorption spectral proper-
 ties found in the denatured protein are
 found in a hexapeptide that starts at amino
 acid 64 (6, 7). The GFP chromophore is
 derived from the primary amino acid se-
 quence through the cyclization of serine-
 dehydrotyrosine-glycine within this hexa-
 peptide (7). The mechanisms that produce
 the dehydrotyrosine and cyclize the poly-
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 Fig. 1. Expression of GFP in E. coli. The bacte-
 ria on the right side of the figure have the GFP
 expression plasmid. Cells were photographed
 during irradiation with a hand-held long-wave
 UV source.

 peptide to form the chromophore are un-
 known. To determine whether additional
 factors from A. victoria were needed for the
 production of the fluorescent protein, we
 tested GFP fluorescence in heterologous
 systems. Here, we show that GFP expressed
 in prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells is capa-
 ble of producing a strong green fluorescence
 when excited by blue light. Because this
 fluorescence requires no additional gene
 products from A. victoria, chromophore for-
 mation is not species-specific and occurs
 either through the use of ubiquitous cellular
 components or by autocatalysis.

 Expression of GFP in Escherichia coli (8)
 under the control of the T7 promoter
 results in a readily detected green fluores-
 cence (9) that is not observed in control
 bacteria. Upon illumination with a long-
 wave ultraviolet (UV) source, fluorescent
 bacteria were detected on plates that con-
 tained the inducer isopropyl-o3-D-thioga-
 lactoside (IPTG) (Fig. 1). Because the

 1.0

 0.8-

 0.6-

 0.2-

 300 400 500 600
 Wavelength (nm)

 Fig. 2. Excitation and emission spectra of E.

 co/i-glenerated GFP (solid lines) and purified A.
 victoria L form GFP (dotted lines).

 cells grew well in the continual presence
 of the inducer, GFP did not appear to
 have a toxic effect on the cells. When
 GFP was partially purified from this strain
 (10), it was found to have fluorescence
 excitation and emission spectra indistin-
 guishable from those of the purified native
 protein (Fig. 2). The spectral properties of
 the recombinant GFP suggest that the
 chromophore can form in the absence of
 other A. victoria products.

 Transformation of the nematode Cae-
 norhabditis elegans also resulted in the pro-
 duction of fluorescent GFP (I 1) (Fig. 3).
 GFP was expressed in a small number of
 neurons under the control of a promoter
 for the mec-7 gene. The mec-7 gene en-
 codes a 1-tubulin (12) that is abundant in
 six touch receptor neurons in C. elegans
 and less abundant in a few other neurons
 (13, 14). The pattern of expression of
 GFP was similar to that detected by
 MEC-7 antibody or from mec-7--acZ fu-
 sions (13-15). The strongest fluorescence
 was seen in the cell bodies of the four
 embryonically derived touch receptor neu-
 rons (ALML, ALMR, PLML, and PLMR)
 in younger larvae. The processes from
 these cells, including their terminal
 branches, were often visible in larval ani-
 mals. In some newly hatched animals, the
 PLM processes were short and ended in
 what appeared to be prominent growth
 cones. In older larvae, the cell bodies of
 the remaining touch cells (AVM and
 PVM) were also seen; the processes of
 these cells were more difficult to detect.
 These postembryonically derived cells
 arise during the first of the four larval
 stages (16), but their outgrowth occurs in
 the following larval stages (17), with the
 cells becoming functional during the
 fourth larval stage (18). The fluorescence
 of GFP in these cells is consistent with
 these previous results: no fluorescence was
 detected in these cells in newly hatched or
 late first-stage larvae, but fluorescence was
 seen in four of ten late second-stage lar-

 vae, all nine early fourth-stage larvae, and
 seven of eight young adults (19). In addi-
 tion, moderate to weak fluorescence was
 seen in a few other neurons (Fig. 3) (20).

 Like the native protein, GFP expressed
 in both E. coli and C. elegans is quite stable
 (lasting at least 10 min) when illuminated
 with 450- to 490-nm light. Some photo-
 bleaching occurs, however, when the cells
 are illuminated with 340- to 390-nm or
 395- to 440-nm light (21).

 Several methods are available to moni-
 tor gene activity and protein distribution
 within cells. These include the formation of
 fusion proteins with coding sequences for
 ,B-galactosidase, firefly luciferase, and bac-
 terial luciferase (22). Because such methods
 require exogenously added substrates or co-
 factors, they are of limited use with living
 tissue. Because the detection of intracellu-
 lar GFP requires only irradiation by near
 UV or blue light, it is not limited by the
 availability of substrates. Thus, it should
 provide an excellent means for monitoring
 gene expression and protein localization in
 living cells (23, 24). Because it does not
 appear to interfere with cell growth and
 function, GFP should also be a convenient
 indicator of transformation and one that
 could allow cells to be separated with fluo-
 rescence-activated cell sorting. We also
 envision that GFP can be used as a vital
 marker so that cell growth (for example,
 the elaboration of neuronal processes) and
 movement can be followed in situ, especial-
 ly in animals that are essentially transparent
 like C. elegans and zebra fish. The relatively
 small size of the protein may facilitate its
 diffusion throughout the cytoplasm of ex-
 tensively branched cells like neurons and
 glia. Because the GFP fluorescence persists
 after treatment with formaldehyde (9),
 fixed preparations can also be examined. In
 addition, absorption of appropriate laser
 light by GFP-expressing cells (as has been
 done for Lucifer Yellow-containing cells)
 (25) could result in the selective killing of
 the cells.

 Fig. 3. Expression of GFP in a
 first-stage C. elegans larva. Two

 touch receptor neurons (ALMR

 and PLMR) are labeled at their
 strongly fluorescing cell bodies.
 Processes can be seen project-
 ing from both of these cell bodies.

 Halos produced from the out-of-

 focus homologs of these cells on
 the other side of the animal are
 indicated by arrowheads. The
 thick arrow points to the nerve
 ring branch from the ALMR cell

 (out of focus); thin arrows point to
 weakly fluorescing cell bodies.
 The background fluorescence is
 the result of the animal's autofluo-
 rescence.
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 tified as touch receptor cells because the fluores-
 cence was dependent on mec-3, a homeobox
 gene that specifies touch cell fate (13, 15, 18, 28).
 Expression of mec-7 is reduced in the ALM touch
 cells of the head (but not as dramatically in the
 PLM touch cells of the tail) in mec-3 gene mutants
 (13, 15). We find a similar change of GFP expres-
 sion in a mec-3 mutant background for both uls3
 and uIs4. Thus, GFP accurately represents the
 expression pattern of the mec-7 gene. It is likely
 that the reduced staining in uls3 animals and the
 misplaced cells in uls4 animals are results of
 either secondary mutations or the amount or po-
 sition of the integrated DNA.
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 21. The photobleaching with 395- to 440-nm light is
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 presence of 10 mM NaN3, which is used as a C.
 elegans anesthetic (11). However, when cells in
 C. elegans have been photobleached, some re-
 covery is seen within 10 min. Further investigation
 is needed to determine whether this recovery
 represents de novo synthesis of GFP. Rapid pho-
 tobleaching (complete within a minute) of the
 green product was also seen when C. elegans
 was illuminated with 340- to 390-nm light. Unlike
 the photobleaching with 395- to 440-nm light,
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 These data on GFP fluorescence within E. co/iand
 C. elegans are in contrast to preliminary studies
 that suggest that the isolated native and E. coli
 proteins are very photostable. We do not know
 whether this in vivo sensitivity to photobleaching
 is a normal feature of the jellyfish protein (the
 fluorescence in A. victor/a has not been exam-
 ined) or results from the absence of a necessary
 posttranslational modification unique to A. victor/a
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 RNA Polymerase 11 Initiation Factor Interactions
 and Transcription Start Site Selection

 Yang Li, Peter M. Flanagan, Herbert Tschochner,*
 Roger D. Kornbergt

 An RNA polymerase 11 transcription system was resolved and reconstituted from extracts
 of Schizosaccharomyces pombe. Exchange with components of a Saccharomyces cere-
 visiae system was undertaken to reveal the factor or factors responsible for the difference
 in location of the transcription start site, about 30 base pairs and 40 to 120 base pairs
 downstream of the TATA box in S. pombe and S. cerevisiae, respectively. Two compo-
 nents, counterparts of human transcription factor IIF (TFIIF) and TFIIH, could be ex-
 changed individually between systems without effect on the start site. Three components,
 counterparts of human TFIIB, TFIIE, and RNA polymerase 11, could not be exchanged
 individually but could be swapped in the pairs TFIIE-TFIIH and TFIIB-RNA polymerase 11,
 which demonstrates that there are functional interactions between these components.
 Moreover, exchange of the latter pair shifted the starting position, which shows that TFIIB
 and RNA polymerase 11 are solely responsible for determining the start site of transcription.

 Synthesis of mRNA in eukaryotes requires
 RNA polymerase II and accessory factors,
 some which are general and act at most, if
 not all, promoters, and others of which
 confer specificity and control. Five general
 factors-a, b, d, e, and g-have been puri-
 fied to homogeneity from the budding yeast
 Saccharomyces cerevisiae and have been iden-
 tified as counterparts of human-rat factors
 TFIIE-, TFIIH-8, TFIID-?, TFIIB-a, and

 TFIIF-03y, respectively (1-8). Because these
 factors assemble at a promoter in a complex
 with RNA polymerase II, interactions
 among them are assumed to be important for
 the initiation of transcription.

 Most studies of general factor interactions
 have focused on binding (8). The results
 have shown that the order of assembly of the
 initiation complex on promoter DNA begins
 with factor d (TFIID), is followed by factor e
 (TFIIB), and then by polymerase and the
 remaining factors (6, 9). Factors b (TFIIH),
 e, and g (TFIIF), however, bind directly to

 Department of Cell Biology, Stanford University,
 School of Medicine, Stanford, CA 94305, USA.

 *Present address: Institute fur Biochemie 1, Der Uni-
 versitat Heidelberg, Im Neuenheirner Feld 328, 6900
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 polymerase 1I, and as many as four of the five
 factors may assemble with the polymerase in
 a holoenzyme (10) before promoter binding.
 There are a couple of limitations implicit in
 these findings: The functional significance of
 interactions revealed by binding is question-
 able because only a few percent of initiation
 complexes give rise to transcripts, and there
 is little indication of the roles of the various
 interactions in the initiation process.

 We have used a functional approach to

 analyze general transcription factor interac-
 tions on the basis of the ability of factors to be

 exchanged between transcription systems. Ex-
 change between S. cerevisiae and mammalian
 systems is of interest because of a marked
 difference in location of the transcription start
 site, 40 to 120 base pairs downstream of the
 TATA box in the former versus about 30 base
 pairs in the latter (11). The TATA-binding
 component (TBP) of factor d (TFHD) is
 functionally interchangeable between S. cere-
 viae and humans (4, 12, 13), but the tran-
 scription start site remains characteristic of
 the particular transcription system, irrespec-
 tive of the source of TBP. The factor or factors
 responsible for start site selection could not be
 identified by this approach because neither
 the other factors nor the polymerase proved
 interchangeable between S. cerevisiae and
 higher eukaryotic systems. We decided to use
 a Schizosaccharonmyces pombe system because of
 its similarity to higher eukaryotes in the loca-
 tion of RNA polymerase II transcription start
 sites and its closer evolutionary relation to S.
 cerevisiae. Initiation from S. pombe promoters
 occurs about 30 base pairs downstream of the
 TATA box, and initiation from manmalian
 promoters introduced in S. pombe occurs at
 the same sites as in mammalan cells (14).

 We have described the derivation of a
 chromatographic fraction from S. pombe that,
 upon addition of TBP, will support promoter-
 dependent RNA polymerase II transcription

 Ag. 1. Factor e of S. pombe A
 copurifies with a 35-kD polypep- Fraction

 tide cross-reactive with human -pTFe 20 23 26 29 32 35 38
 TFIIB antiserum. (A) Assay of

 fractions (2 pI) from HAP (16) for _ _
 pTFe activity. Assays were per-
 formed with the complete S.
 pombe system (16), except for B
 the omission (first lane) of pTFe. Fraction

 (B) Immunoblot analysis of frac- hTFIIB 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 41
 tions (40 pi) from HAP. Trichloro-
 acetic acid precipitation, 12% -
 SDS-polyacrylamide gel electro-
 phoresis, and blotting onto nitro-
 cellulose were followed by successive incubations with polyclonal human TFIIB antiserum (1:300)
 for 18 hours at 40C and with goat monoclonal antibody to rabbit (1:2000) for 1 hour at 240C as
 described (26). The 35-kD polypeptide (indicated by arrow) was the only cross-reactive species
 seen when smaller amounts of protein were loaded. Lane 1 contained 10 ng of human TFIIB.
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Improved monomeric red, orange and yellow
fluorescent proteins derived from Discosoma sp.
red fluorescent protein
Nathan C Shaner1, Robert E Campbell1,6, Paul A Steinbach1, Ben N G Giepmans3,4, Amy E Palmer1 &
Roger Y Tsien1,2,5

Fluorescent proteins are genetically encoded, easily
imaged reporters crucial in biology and biotechnology1,2.
When a protein is tagged by fusion to a fluorescent protein,
interactions between fluorescent proteins can undesirably
disturb targeting or function3. Unfortunately, all wild-type
yellow-to-red fluorescent proteins reported so far are obligately
tetrameric and often toxic or disruptive4,5. The first true
monomer was mRFP1, derived from the Discosoma sp.
fluorescent protein ‘‘DsRed’’ by directed evolution first to
increase the speed of maturation6, then to break each subunit
interface while restoring fluorescence, which cumulatively
required 33 substitutions7. Although mRFP1 has already
proven widely useful, several properties could bear
improvement and more colors would be welcome. We report
the next generation of monomers. The latest red version
matures more completely, is more tolerant of N-terminal
fusions and is over tenfold more photostable than mRFP1.
Three monomers with distinguishable hues from yellow-orange
to red-orange have higher quantum efficiencies.

Although mRFP1 overcame DsRed’s tetramerization and sluggish
maturation and exceeded DsRed’s excitation and emission wave-
lengths by about 25 nm, the extinction coefficient, fluorescence
quantum yield and photostability decreased somewhat during its
evolution7. To minimize these sacrifices, we subjected mRFP1 to
many rounds of directed evolution using both manual and fluores-
cence-activated cell sorting (FACS)-based screening. The properties of
the resulting variants include several new colors, increased tolerance of
N- and C-terminal fusions, and improvements in extinction coeffi-
cients, quantum yields and photostability, although no single variant
is optimal by all criteria.
The red chromophore of DsRed results from the autonomous

multi-step post-translational modification of residues Gln66, Tyr67
and Gly68 into an imidazolidinone heterocycle with p-hydroxybenzy-
lidene and acylimine substituents8. Our first attempt at improving the
brightness of mRFP1 involved construction of a directed library in

which residues near the chromophore, including position 66, were
randomized. The top clone of this library, mRFP1.1, contains the
mutation Q66M, which promotes more complete maturation and
provides an additional 5 nm red-shift of both the excitation and
emission spectra relative to mRFP1. We then set out to reduce the
sensitivity of mRFP1.1 to N-terminal fusions. Because Aequorea
victoria green fluorescent protein (GFP) is relatively indifferent to
N- or C-terminal fusions, we eventually generated mRFP1.3 by
replacing the first seven amino acids of mRFP1.1 with the correspond-
ing residues from enhanced GFP (MVSKGEE) followed by a spacer
sequence NNMA (numbered 6a–d), and appending the last seven
amino acids of GFP to the C terminus. mRFP1.3, unlike its pre-
decessors, was found to have an equivalent high level of fluorescence
regardless of fusions to its N terminus.
Through additional rounds of screening random libraries based on

mRFP1.3 and wavelength-shifted mRFP variants, we identified the
beneficial folding mutations V7I and M182K, which were incorpo-
rated into clone mRFP1.4. Randomization of position 163 in mRFP1.4
led to the identification of the substitution M163Q, which results in a
nearly complete disappearance of the absorbance peak at B510 nm,
present in all previous mRFP clones. The additional mutations N6aD,
R17H, K194N, T195V and D196N were introduced through two
further rounds of directed evolution to produce our final optimized
clone, mCherry (Table 1 and Figs. 1, 2 and 3).
To test whether the introduction of GFP-type termini into mRFP

variants would benefit fusion proteins expressed in mammalian cells,
we fused mRFP1 and mCherry to the N terminus of a-tubulin. In
most HeLa cells, expression of mRFP1-a-tubulin resulted in diffuse
cytoplasmic fluorescence rather than proper incorporation into
microtubules (Fig. 3b). However, mCherry-a-tubulin fusions were
successfully incorporated into microtubules in most cells (Fig. 3c),
similar to results seen with GFP-coupled tubulin9. The amount of full-
length mRFP1-a-tubulin expressed was similar to that of mCherry-a-
tubulin as verified by in-gel fluorescence and western blot analysis
(data not shown). Equivalent results were obtained with Madin-Darby
canine kidney and primary human fibroblasts (data not shown). By
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contrast, fusions of b-actin with mRFP1 or mCherry were both
successfully incorporated into the actin cytoskeleton (data not shown).
The dimer2 variant previously described7 possesses many desirable

properties, such as a faster and more complete maturation than
wild-type DsRed and a greater fluorescent brightness than the fast-
maturing mutant T1 (ref. 6) (DsRed-Express). Through five rounds of
directed evolution, we found the optimal combination of mutations

to be V22M, Q66M, V105L and F124M, which resulted in improved
maturation kinetics, a substantially reduced ‘dead-end’ green compo-
nent and a small red-shift. The final clone, designated dimer
(d)Tomato (Table 1 and Figs. 1 and 2b), contains GFP-type termini
similar to those of mCherry, which result in a higher tolerance of
N- and C-terminal fusions (data not shown). To construct a non-
aggregating tag from the extremely bright dTomato, we genetically

Table 1 Properties of novel fluorescent protein variants

Fluorescent

protein

Excitation

maximum (nm)

Emission

maximum (nm)

Extinction coefficient

per chaina (M!1cm!1)

Fluorescence

quantum yield

Brightness of fully mature

protein (% of DsRed) pKa

t0.5 for maturation

at 37 1C

t0.5 for

bleachb, s

DsRed 558 583 75,000 0.79 100 4.7 B10 h ND

T1 555 584 38,000 0.51 33 4.8 o1 h ND

Dimer2 552 579 69,000 0.69 80 4.9 B2 h ND

mRFP1 584 607 50,000 0.25 21 4.5 o1 h 6.2

mHoneydew 487/504 537/562 17,000 0.12 3 o4.0 ND 5.9

mBanana 540 553 6,000 0.70 7 6.7 1 h 1.4

mOrange 548 562 71,000 0.69 83 6.5 2.5 h 6.4

dTomato 554 581 69,000 0.69 80 4.7 1 h 64

tdTomato 554 581 138,000 0.69 160 4.7 1 h 70

mTangerine 568 585 38,000 0.30 19 5.7 ND 5.1

mStrawberry 574 596 90,000 0.29 44 o4.5 50 min 11

mCherry 587 610 72,000 0.22 27 o4.5 15 min 68

aExtinction coefficients were measured by the alkali denaturation method8,30 and are believed to be more accurate than the previously reported values for DsRed, T1, dimer2 and mRFP17.
bTime (s) to bleach to 50% emission intensity, at an illumination level that causes each molecule to emit 1,000 photons/s initially, that is, before any bleaching has occurred. See Methods for
more details. For comparison, the value for EGFP is 115 s, assuming an extinction coefficient of 56,000 M!1cm!1 and quantum efficiency of 0.60 (ref. 30). ND, not determined.
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Figure 1 Excitation and emission spectra for new RFP variants. Spectra are normalized to the excitation and emission peak for each protein. (a,b) Excitation
(a) and emission (b) curves are shown as solid or dashed lines for monomeric variants and as a dotted line for dTomato and tdTomato, with colors
corresponding to the color of each variant. (c,d) Purified proteins (from left to right, mHoneydew, mBanana, mOrange, tdTomato, mTangerine, mStrawberry,
and mCherry) are shown in visible light (c) and fluorescence (d). The fluorescence image is a composite of several images with excitation ranging from
480 nm to 560 nm.
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fused two copies of the gene to create a tandem dimer (td), as
previously reported7 (see Methods).
Many new fluorescent proteins with different colors have been

discovered in diverse anthozoan species, but so far they all suffer from
obligate tetramerization and would require efforts similar to the
evolution of mRFP1 to produce widely useful fusion partners10.
Because such monomerization is usually tedious and often unsuccess-
ful, it might be more efficient to alter the excitation and emission
wavelength of mRFP through directed evolution. Following the
example of GFP engineering11,12, we explored substitutions at Gln66
and Tyr67, homologous to Tyr66 and Ser65 in GFP (see Supplemen-
tary Notes online for details on the variants mHoneydew (Y67W) and
mBanana (Q66C, I197E)).
Initial mutations of position 66 in mRFP1.1 indicated that the

substitutions Q66S, Q66T, and Q66C all yielded proteins substantially
blue-shifted with respect to mRFP1. This led us to the development of
mTangerine, which contains the substitutions Q66C and Q213L with
respect to mRFP1.1 (Fig. 2), with excitation and emission peaks at 568
and 585 nm (Fig. 1). Although mTangerine has a respectable extinc-
tion coefficient (38,000 M!1cm!1) and quantum yield (0.3), we
quickly moved on to development of Gln66-substituted mutants of
mRFP1.4, with its optimized N and C termini.
Six rounds of directed evolution of mRFP1.4 M66T produced

the final orange fluorescent variant, mOrange, with excitation and
emission peaks at 548 nm and 562 nm (Table 1 and Figs. 1 and 2),
similar to those of a tetrameric orange fluorescent protein from
Cerianthus sp.13 and a monomer evolved from a Fulgia concinna fluo-
rescent protein14. mOrange has an extinction coefficient equivalent to

that of mCherry, but a more than threefold higher quantum yield.
Though mOrange is the brightest true monomer in the present series,
it does exhibit substantial acid sensitivity, with a pKa of 6.5. However,
the popular A. victoria GFP variant enhanced yellow fluorescent
protein, with a pKa of 7.1 (ref. 15), has been used successfully as a
qualitative fusion tag by many researchers. Additionally, from the
initial mRFP1.4 M66T clone, through five rounds of directed evolu-
tion, we created a pH-stable orange-red variant, mStrawberry, which
has the highest extinction coefficient (90,000 M!1cm!1) of the true
monomers. Its wavelengths (excitation 574 nm, emission 596 nm) and
quantum yield (0.29) are intermediate between those of mCherry and
mOrange (Table 1 and Figs. 1 and 2).
The high extinction coefficient and quantum yield of mOrange

made it attractive as a potential fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET) acceptor for GFP variants. To test this possibility, we con-
structed a Zn2+ sensor with mOrange and the violet-excited GFP
mutant T-Sapphire16 and compared it to the same sensor containing
cyan fluorescent protein (CFP) and the citrine17 variety of YFP.
T-Sapphire was chosen as the donor because it is optimally excited
below 425 nm, where mOrange is negligibly excited. The domain that
changes its conformation upon binding Zn2+ was modified from the
original zif-268-derived version18 by mutating the two Zn2+-binding
cysteines to histidine to eliminate any possibility of oxidation.
The fusion of CFP and citrine respectively to the N and C termini
of the modified Zn2+ finger displayed a 5.2-fold ratio change
upon addition of Zn2+, with an apparent Kd of B200 mM. The
corresponding mOrange-T-Sapphire combination yielded a sensor
whose 562- to 514-nm emission ratio increased sixfold upon Zn2+

DsRed           MRSSKN-----VIKEFMRFKVRMEGTVNGHEFEIEGEGEGRPYEGHNTVKLKVTKGGPLP 55
mRFP1           MASSED-----VIKEFMRFKVRMEGSVNGHEFEIEGEGEGRPYEGTQTAKLKVTKGGPLP 55
mCherry      MVSKGEEDNMAIIKEFMRFKVHMEGSVNGHEFEIEGEGEGRPYEGTQTAKLKVTKGGPLP 55
mStrawberry         MVSKGEENNMAIIKEFMRFKVRMEGSVNGHEFEIEGEGEGRPYEGTQTAKLKVTKGGPLP 55
mTangerine      MASSED-----VIKEFMRFKVRMEGSVNGHEFEIEGEGEGRPYEGTQTAKLKVTKGGPLP 55
mOrange         MVSKGEENNMAIIKEFMRFKVRMEGSVNGHEFEIEGEGEGRPYEGFQTAKLKVTKGGPLP 55
mBanana        MVSKGEENNMAVIKEFMRFKVRMEGSVNGHEFEIEGEGEGRPYEGTQTAKLKVTKGGPLP 55
mHoneydew       MASSED-----VIKEFMRFKVRMEGSVNGHEFEIEGEGEGRPYEGTQTAKLKVTKGGPLP 55

DsRed           FAWDILSPQFQYGSKVYVKHPADIPDYKKLSFPEGFKWERVMNFEDGGVVTVTQDSSLQD 115
mRFP1           FAWDILSPQFQYGSKAYVKHPADIPDYLKLSFPEGFKWERVMNFEDGGVVTVTQDSSLQD 115
mCherry      FAWDILSPQFMYGSKAYVKHPADIPDYLKLSFPEGFKWERVMNFEDGGVVTVTQDSSLQD 115
mStrawberry         FAWDILTPNFTYGSKAYVKHPADIPDYLKLSFPEGFKWERVMNFEDGGVVTVTQDSSLQD 115
mTangerine      FAWDILSPQFCYGSKAYVKHPADIPDYLKLSFPEGFKWERVMNFEDGGVVTVTQDSSLQD 115
mOrange         FAWDILSPQFTYGSKAYVKHPADIPDYFKLSFPEGFKWERVMNFEDGGVVTVTQDSSLQD 115
mBanana        FAWDILSPQFCYGSKAYVKHPTGIPDYFKLSFPEGFKWERVMNFEDGGVVTVAQDSSLQD 115
mHoneydew       FAWDILSPQFMWGSKAYVKHPADIPDYLKLSFPEGFKWERVMNFEDGGVVTVTQDSSLQD 115

DsRed           GCFIYKVKFIGVNFPSDGPVMQKKTMGWEASTERLYPRDGVLKGEIHKALKLKDGGHYLV 175
mRFP1           GEFIYKVKLRGTNFPSDGPVMQKKTMGWEASTERMYPEDGALKGEIKMRLKLKDGGHYDA 175
mCherry         GEFIYKVKLRGTNFPSDGPVMQKKTMGWEASSERMYPEDGALKGEIKQRLKLKDGGHYDA 175
mStrawberry     GEFIYKVKLRGTNFPSDGPVMQKKTMGWEASSERMYPEDGALKGEIKMRLKLKDGGHYDA 175
mTangerine      GEFIYKVKLRGTNFPSDGPVMQKKTMGWEASSERMYPEDGALKGEIKMRLKLKDGGHYDA 175
mOrange         GEFIYKVKLRGTNFPSDGPVMQKKTMGWEASSERMYPEDGALKGEIKMRLKLKDGGHYTS 175
mBanana         GEFIYKVKLRGTNFPSDGPVMQKKTMGWEASSERMYPEDGALKGEIKMRLKLKDGGHYSA 175
mHoneydew       GEFIYKVKLRGTNFPSDGPVMQKKTMGWAATSERMYPEDGALKGEIKMRLKLKDGGHYDA 175

DsRed           EFKSIYMAKKPVQLPGYYYVDSKLDITSHNEDYTIVEQYERTEGRHHLFL-------    225
mRFP1           EVKTTYMAKKPVQLPGAYKTDIKLDITSHNEDYTIVEQYERAEGRHSTGA-------    225
mCherry         EVKTTYKAKKPVQLPGAYNVNIKLDITSHNEDYTIVEQYERAEGRHSTGGMDELYK-    231
mStrawberry     EVKTTYKAKKPVQLPGAYIVGIKLDITSHNEDYTIVELYERAEGRHSTGGMDELYK-    231
mTangerine      EVKTTYMAKKPVQLPGAYKTDIKLDITSHNEDYTIVELYERAEGRHSTGA-------    225
mOrange         EVKTTYKAKKPVQLPGAYIVGIKLDITSHNEDYTIVEQYERAEGRHSTGGMDELYK-    231
mBanana         ETKTTYKAKKPVQLPGAYIAGEKIDITSHNEDYTIVELYERAEGRHSTGGMDELYK-    231
mHoneydew       EVKTTYMAKKPVQLPGAYKIDGKLDITSHNEDYTIVEQYERAEGRHSTGA-------    225

DsRed

T1

dimer2 tdimer2(12)

tdTomatotdTomato dTomatodTomato mRFP1

mRFP1.1

mTangerinemTangerine mRFP1.4 mHoneydewmHoneydew

mBananamBanana

mCherrymCherrymOFP.T.8

mOrangemOrange mStrawberrymStrawberry

Q66M GFP-ized N/C term

GFP-ized N/C term
NNMA ins.

GFP-ized N/C term
NNMA ins.

Q213LM66C

I197E

Y67W

M66T T195V

M163Q

T195V

Q213L

S62T Q64NT41F L83F

V7I
M182K

Q66M T147S

AY678264

AY678265 AY678266

AY678267

AY678268AY678269

AY678270 AY678271

a b

Figure 2 Sequences and genealogy. (a) Sequence alignment of mRFP variants with wild-type
DsRed and mRFP1. Internal residues are shaded. mRFP1 mutations are shown in blue, and
critical mutations in mCherry, mStrawberry, mTangerine, mOrange, mBanana and mHoneydew
are shown in colors corresponding to the color of each variant. GFP-type termini on mRFP
variants are shown in green. (b) A genealogy of DsRed-derived variants, with mutations critical
to the phenotype of each variant. GenBank accession numbers are given under the name of
each variant.
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binding (Supplementary Fig. 1 online). This demonstrates that
mOrange and T-Sapphire make a good emission-ratiometric FRET
pair with a dynamic range at least equaling CFP and YFP but at longer
emission wavelengths.
What is the basis of the spectral shifts of these mRFP variants? The

largest single effect is seen with substitutions at chromophore position
66, where substitution with serine, threonine or cysteine results in a
substantial blue-shift. In the absence of compensating mutations, the
Q66S/T/C variants of mRFP1 all exhibit emission around 580 nm at
neutral pH, but become brighter and more blue-shifted at high pH.
The blue-shifted (mOrange) species is stabilized by T41F and L83F
mutations, whereas the red-shifted (mStrawberry) form is favored
by S62T, Q64N and Q213L. In mBanana (see Supplementary
Notes online), the I197E mutation may contribute a hydrogen bond
between the glutamate side chain and phenolate oxygen in the
chromophore, resulting in a further redistribution of electron density.
Confirmation or more detailed explanations await high-resolution
structural information.
An obvious application of the proliferation of fluorescent protein

colors is to discriminate many cell types, transcriptional activities or
fusion proteins. In the most general case, determination of the
n independent concentrations of each of the fluorescent proteins
requires spectral or lifetime unmixing of at least n measurements.
Such unmixing techniques have been shown to discriminate fluo-
rescent species having spectra even more closely overlapping than the
current palette19,20. However, there is an important special case where
each cell or nonoverlapping subcellular structure has been tagged with
a different fluorescent protein. When a cell or voxel contains at most
one fluorescent protein, how many measurements are required to
decide its identity and concentration? To determine this, bacteria
separately transfected with EGFP, citrine, mBanana, mOrange,
mStrawberry or mCherry were mixed and analyzed by flow cytometry,
with excitation at 514 nm and emission simultaneously measured
through three bandpass filters, 540–560 nm, 564–606 nm and 595–635
nm. Transformation of the three signals to polar coordinates enabled
easy discrimination of the six populations and the relative amounts of
fluorescent protein per cell (Supplementary Fig. 2 online). Thus three
simple emission measurements are sufficient.

We compared the photostability of mRFP1 with that of its descen-
dants and of EGFP (see Methods). To make fair comparisons
among proteins with different extinction coefficients, overlaps with
excitation filters and quantum yields, we normalized the bleach
rates to an initial emission rate from each molecule of 1,000
photons/s. The resulting bleach curves (Supplementary Fig. 3 online)
varied greatly in absolute rate but were generally far from single
exponentials. Most showed an initial fast phase in which over 50%
of the initial emission was lost, followed by a lower-amplitude,
much slower decay phase. This complexity makes it difficult to extract
a meaningful single number for the quantum efficiency of photo-
bleaching. Therefore, we believe a realistic figure of merit for
typical cell biological experiments is the time for the emission to
drop to 50% of its initial value. These values are listed in Table 1.
By this criterion, the best performers are tdTomato and mCherry,
which are both more than tenfold better than mRFP1 and nearly as
good as EGFP.
Just as no one type of fruit in a grocery store supplants all others, so

there is no single best fluorescent protein within the cornucopia
derived from DsRed via mRFP1 and dimer2. The highest brightness
(product of extinction coefficient, 138,000 M!1cm!1, and quantum
yield, 0.69) is found in tdTomato, at the cost of doubling the
molecular weight. A previous tandem dimer, t-HcRed1, was reported
to have an extinction coefficient and quantum yield of 160,000
M!1cm!1 and 0.04 (ref. 21), corresponding to about 15-fold less
brightness than that of tdTomato. Among the true monomers,
mCherry offers the longest wavelengths, the highest photostability,
the fastest maturation and excellent pH resistance. Its excitation and
emission maxima are just 3 nm longer than those of mRFP1, for
which it is the closest upgrade. Although mCherry’s quantum effi-
ciency is slightly lower (0.22 versus 0.25 for mRFP1), its higher
extinction coefficient (due to near-complete maturation), tolerance
of N-terminal fusions and photostability make mRFP1 obsolete. For
applications such as dual-emission FRET in which the acceptor’s
quantum yield must be maximized, mOrange is the current favorite
(e.g., Supplementary Fig. 1 online), though its maturation time,
pH sensitivity and photostability are currently far from optimal.
Additional colors for multiwavelength tracking of distinct cells or
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Figure 3 mCherry performance in fusion constructs. (a) mCherry is less sensitive than mRFP1 to the presence versus absence of an N-terminal fusion.
mRFP1 and mCherry with N-terminal leader sequence containing a 6" His tag (derived from pRSETB) or C-terminal tail with Myc-tag and 6" His tag
(derived from pBAD-Myc-His-A (Invitrogen)) were purified on Ni-NTA agarose beads in parallel with extensive washes. Absorbance spectra were taken
and normalized to the 280 nm peak for each. Absorbance curves for mRFP1 are plotted in red, and those from mCherry are plotted in blue. Solid lines
correspond to N-terminal 6" His-tagged protein, and dotted lines correspond to C-terminal 6" His-tagged protein. Whereas mRFP1 exhibited greatly
reduced expression and apparent extinction coefficient (approximately fourfold lower) when expressed with the C-terminal tag, mCherry produced nearly
identical results with either N-terminal or C-terminal tags. (b,c) Expressed in HeLa cells by transient transfection, mRFP1-a-tubulin (b) fails to incorporate
into microtubules, whereas mCherry-a-tubulin (c) is incorporated into microtubules, as has been shown before for A. victoria-derived fluorescent proteins9.
The mRFP1-a-tubulin image (b) was brightened by a factor of 2.5 to enable comparison with the mCherry-a-tubulin image (c). Microtubules containing
mCherry-a-tubulin display dynamic behavior as expected for functional microtubules (data not shown). Scale bars, 10 mm.
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substructures are available from mStrawberry, mTangerine, mBanana
and mHoneydew in descending order of wavelengths and brightness.
What other possibilities exist for the engineering of mRFP-derived

proteins? Other desirable properties that exist in tetrameric fluorescent
proteins and their relatives are reversible photoactivation22, red-to-
green photoconversion23,24 and more extreme red-shifts10,21,25. One
could also imagine the engineering of other more unconventional
properties, such as phosphorescence or generation of singlet oxygen.
Monomeric proteins with such properties would be quite valuable.
Evolution of such proteins or recombination of the best features of the
existing proteins will probably require even higher-throughput means
to generate genetic diversity, coupled with new screens run in parallel
for all requisite performance criteria.

METHODS
Mutagenesis and screening.mRFP1 and dimer2 (ref. 7) were used as the initial
templates for construction of genetic libraries by a combination of saturation or
partial saturation mutagenesis at particular residues and random mutagenesis
of the whole gene. Random mutagenesis was performed by error-prone PCR as
described17 or by using the GeneMorph I or GeneMorph II kit (Stratagene).
Mutations at specific residues were introduced as described7, or by sequential
QuikChange (Stratagene), or by QuikChange Multi (Stratagene) or by a
ligation-based method (description follows). Briefly, oligonucleotide primers
containing the degenerate codons of interest at their 5¢ ends preceded by a SapI
restriction site were used to amplify the RFP in two separate PCR reactions
using PfuTurbo polymerase (Stratagene). Each PCR fragment was cut with SapI
(New England Biolabs) to produce a 3-base overhang compatible with the
other digested fragment, and purified digested fragments were ligated with T4
DNA ligase (New England Biolabs). Full-length ligation product inserts were
gel purified and digested with EcoRI/BamHI (New England Biolabs) and
inserted into pRSETB or a modified pBAD vector (Invitrogen). For all library
construction methods, chemically competent or electrocompetent Escherichia
coli strain JM109(DE3) (for pRSETB) or LMG194 (for pBAD)26 were trans-
formed and grown overnight on LB/agar (supplemented with 0.02% (wt/vol)
L-arabinose (Fluka) for pBAD constructs) at 37 1C and maintained thereafter at
25 1C. Luria-Bertani (LB)/agar plates were manually screened as previously
described27. JM109(DE3) colonies of interest were cultured overnight in 2 ml
LB supplemented with ampicillin. LMG194 colonies of interest were cultured
for 8 h in 2 ml minimal medium (RM) supplemented with ampicillin and 0.2%
(wt/vol) D-glucose, and then culture volume was increased to 4 ml with
LB/ampicillin. RFP expression was then induced by adding L-arabinose to a
final concentration of 0.2% (wt/vol) and cultures were allowed to continue
growing overnight. For both JM109(DE3) and LMG194, a fraction of the cell
pellet was extracted with B-PER II (Pierce), and spectra were obtained using a
Safire 96-well plate reader with monochromators (TECAN). DNA was
purified from the remaining pellet by QIAprep spin column (Qiagen) and
submitted for sequencing.

Construction of tandem dimer and FRET constructs. To construct tdTomato
with a 12-residue linker (GHGTGSTGSGSS), dTomato was amplified in two
separate PCR reactions, the first PCR retaining the 7-residue GFP-type N
terminus (MVSKGEE) but deleting the 7-residue GFP-type C terminus and
adding the first half of the 12-residue linker followed by a SapI restriction site,
and the second PCR adding the remaining half of the 12-residue linker
followed by the sequence ASSEDNNMA before residue 7 of dTomato, and
ending with the 7-residue GFP-type C terminus (GMDELYK). Agarose gel-
purified PCR products were digested with SapI, gel purified and ligated with T4
DNA ligase. The full-length ligation product was gel purified, digested with
EcoRI/BamHI and ligated into a modified pBAD vector. For FRET constructs,
the original Zn2+ sensor18 was modified such that the two Zn2+-ligating
cysteine residues were mutated to histidine. The modified Zn2+ finger domain,
HERPYAHPVESHDRFSRSDELTRHIRIHTGQK (Zn2+ ligating residues in
bold, mutated residues underlined), was inserted between CFP and citrine
with SphI and SacI sites as linkers. PCR-amplified mOrange and T-Sapphire16

were inserted into BamHI/SphI and EcoRI/SacI sites, replacing CFP and citrine.

Protein production and characterization. RFPs were expressed from pBAD
vectors in E. coli LMG194 by growing single colonies in 40 ml RM/ampicillin
supplemented with 0.2% D-glucose for 8 h, adding 40 ml LB/ampicillin and
L-arabinose to a final concentration of 0.2%, and incubating overnight at 37 1C.
For maturation experiments, flasks were sealed with parafilm upon induction
to restrict oxygen availability. All proteins were purified by Ni-NTA chromato-
graphy (Qiagen) and dialyzed into PBS. Biochemical and fluorescence char-
acterization experiments were done as described5. For FRET measurements,
purified Zn2+ sensor proteins were diluted in 10 mM MOPS, 100 mM KCl,
pH 7.4 with either 1 mM EDTA or 1 mM ZnCl2, and fluorescence emission
spectra were collected with excitation near the peak donor excitation wavelength.

Cloning of tubulin chimeras, transfection and imaging. cDNAs were inserted
following standard procedures into the HindIII and XhoI sites of pCDNA3.1
(Invitrogen), resulting in cDNAs encoding mRFP1-GGR-human-a-tubulin and
mCherry-SGLRSRA-human-a-tubulin, both lacking the first methionine of
tubulin. PCR-mediated cloning was verified by automated sequencing. HeLa
cells were grown in 3-cm dishes with poly-D-lysine coated glass-bottoms
(Matek) in DMEM supplemented with penicillin and streptomycin and 10%
fetal calf serum. HeLa cells were transfected using Fugene (Invitrogen) and
analyzed 2 d post-transfection. Imaging was done on a Biorad MRC1024
confocal system, controlled by Lasersharp2000 software. The stage was main-
tained at 37 1C using a lens heater (Bioptechs) and a 3-cm water-circulation-
based dish heater. Acquisition was in one focal plane, using 568 nm excitation
and collecting 4585 nm emission.

Electrophoresis, in-gel fluorescence and western blot analysis. Transfected
cells were lysed in 120 ml Laemmli Sample Buffer (50 mM Tris pH 6.8, 2% (wt/
vol) SDS, 10% (vol/vol) glycerol, 5% (vol/vol) b-mercaptoethanol, 0.1% (wt/
vol) bromophenol blue) and the lysates were sheared. Lysates were either left
untreated (in-gel fluorescence assay) or heated for 10 min at 95 1C (western
blot). We ran 15 ml of each sample on a 10–20% Novex Tris-Glycine gel
(Invitrogen). Fluorescence was measured using 560/40 nm excitation and 620/
20 nm emission filters. The gel with the denaturated samples was transferred to
Immobilon (Millipore). The membranes were blocked in 2.5% (wt/vol) BSA
and subsequently probed with primary antibody anti-a-tubulin (B512, Sigma)
followed by goat-anti-mouse antibody conjugated to horseradish peroxidase
(Calbiochem). Blots were washed extensively, and immunostained proteins
were visualized using Western Lightning Chemiluminescence (Perkin Elmer).

FACS. A modified version of the protocol described28 was used for FACS
screening of large libraries of fluorescent protein mutants. Briefly, E. coli
LMG194 was electroporated with a modified pBAD vector containing the gene
library, and the transformed cells were grown in 30 ml RM supplemented with
ampicillin and 0.2% (wt/vol) D-glucose. After 8 h, RFP expression was induced
by adding L-arabinose to a final concentration of 0.2% (wt/vol). Cultures
induced overnight were diluted 1:100 into Dulbecco’s PBS supplemented with
ampicillin before FACS sorting. Multiple rounds of cell sorting were done on a
FACSDiva (BD Biosciences) in yield-mode for the first sort and purity- or
single-cell mode for subsequent sorts of the same library. Sorted cells were
grown overnight in 4 ml RM/amp with 0.2% (wt/vol) D-glucose and the
resulting saturated culture was diluted 1:100 into 30 ml RM/Amp with 0.2%
(wt/vol) D-glucose to start the next culture to be sorted. After three to four
rounds of FACS sorting, the bacteria were plated onto LB/agar supplemented
with 0.02% (wt/vol) L-arabinose and grown overnight, after which individual
clones were screened manually as described above.

Photobleaching measurements. Aqueous droplets of purified protein in PBS
were formed under mineral oil in a chamber on the fluorescence microscope
stage. For reproducible results it proved essential to pre-extract the oil with
aqueous buffer, which would remove any traces of autoxidized or acidic
contaminants. The droplets were small enough (5–10 mm diameter) so that
all the molecules would see the same incident intensity. The absolute excitation
irradiance in photons/(cm2 " s " nm) as a function of wavelength was
computed from the spectra of a xenon lamp, the transmission of the excitation
filter, the reflectance of the dichroic mirror, the manufacturer-supplied absolute
spectral sensitivity of a miniature integrating-sphere detector (SPD024 head and
ILC1700 meter, International Light Corp.) and the measured detector current.
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The predicted rate of initial photon emission per chromophore (before any
photobleaching had occurred) was calculated from the excitation irradiance and
absorbance spectrum (both as functions of wavelength), and the quantum yield.
These rates varied from 180 s!1 for mHoneydew to 3,300 s!1 for mStrawberry.
To normalize the observed photobleaching time courses to a common arbitrary
standard of 1,000 emitted photons/s, the time axes were correspondingly scaled
by factors of 0.18 to 3.3, assuming that emission and photobleach rates are both
proportional to excitation intensity at intensities typical of microscopes with arc
lamp sources, as is known to be the case for GFP29.

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Biotechnology website.
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Background 
 

During the 20th century the foundations of biochemistry were laid and used to explore the 
basal principles of the anabolic and catabolic pathways inside living cells. The 20th century 
also witnessed a revolution in our understanding of enzyme function and, through crystal-
lography and nuclear magnetic resonance, of protein structures revealed at atomic resolution. 
During the second half of that century, classical genetics and nucleic-acid chemistry merged 
into modern genomics, based on whole-genome sequencing of an ever increasing number of 
organisms. This genetics revolution, supported by bioinformatics and other auxiliary tech-
niques, has had an impact in many areas of the biological sciences, with practical conse-
quences for medicine, pharmacy and ecology. However, neither the biochemical nor the ge-
netics revolution provided the experimental tools that would allow for quantitative and ex-
perimentally well-defined monitoring at the molecular level of the spatio-temporal intra- and 
inter-cellular processes that define the dynamic behaviour of all living systems. To obtain 
such knowledge, new experimental and conceptual tools were required. Now, at the begin-
ning of the 21st century, we are witnessing the rapid development of such tools based on the 
green fluorescent protein (GFP) from the jellyfish Aequorea victoria, its siblings from other 
organisms and engineered variants of members of the “GFP family” of proteins.  
 
These GFP-like proteins allow the monitoring in time and space of an ever-increasing num-
ber of phenomena in living cells and organisms like gene expression, protein localization and 
dynamics, protein-protein interactions, cell division, chromosome replication and organiza-
tion, intracellular transport pathways, organelle inheritance and biogenesis, to name but a 
few. In addition, the fluorescence from single GFP molecules has made it feasible to image at 
a spatial resolution higher than the diffraction limit. Furthermore, sensors that report pH val-
ues, Ca2+ concentrations and other essential features of the interior of living cells have been 
engineered from GFP-like proteins.  
 
The technical revolution resulting from the discovery of GFP relates to a miraculous property 
of the chromophore that is responsible for its fluorescence. This chromophore is formed 
spontaneously from a tri-peptide motif in the primary structure of GFP, so that its fluores-
cence is “automatically” turned on in every organism where it is expressed. In other words, 
the maturation of the tri-peptide-based chromophore in GFP only requires oxygen and does 
not depend on the presence of enzymes or other auxiliary factors. GFP and its related variants 
thereby provide universal genetic tags that can be used to visualize a virtually unlimited 
number of spatio-temporal processes in virtually all living systems. This GFP revolution in 
the biological sciences has been greatly accelerated by a rapid parallel development of quan-
titative light microscopy, electronics, computational power and molecular modelling of intra- 
and inter-cellular processes with systems-biology approaches.  
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Outlined below are:(i) basal properties of GFP from Aequorea victoria; (ii) basal properties 
of its native relatives from other organisms and engineered variants of members of the GFP 
family; (iii) scientific areas in which GFP-like proteins have had a great impact. Then follow 
three sections of direct relevance for the choice of the Nobel Laureates in 2008: (iv) the 
discovery of GFP, (v) the demonstration that GFP can fluoresce when expressed in organisms 
other than Aequorea victoria, and (vi) the design of variants of members of the GFP family to 
create a universal tool-box for the monitoring of spatio-temporal processes in living systems.  
 
Properties of the GFP protein and its fluorescence chromophore 
The native green fluorescent protein (GFP), first so named by Morin and Hastings (1971 ab), 
from the jellyfish Aequorea victoria (Shimomura et al., 1962) contains 238 amino acids 
(Prasher et al., 1992). Residues 65-67 (Ser-Tyr-Gly) in the GFP sequence spontaneously 
(Heim et al., 1994) form the fluorescent chromophore p-hydroxybenzylideneimidazolinone 
(Cody et al., 1993; Shimomura, 1979) (Fig. 1). 
 

 
 
Figure 1. The fluorescence chromophore formed by amino acid residues 65-67 (Ser-Tyr-Gly) in the 
primary structure of GFP (From Cody et al., 1993). 

 
The excitation spectrum of GFP fluorescence has a dominant maximum at about 400 nm and 
a significantly smaller maximum at about 470 nm, while the emission spectrum has a sharp 
maximum at about 505 nm and a shoulder around 540 nm (Tsien, 1998) (Fig. 2). 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Fluorescence excitation (full-line curve) and emission (dashed curve) spectra of native GFP 
from Aequorea victoria (Tsien et al., 1998). 
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The crystal structure of GFP (Ormö et al., 1996; Yang et al., 1996) is an eleven-stranded β- 
barrel, threaded by an α-helix, running up along the axis of the cylinder (Fig. 3). The chromo-
phore (Fig. 1) is in the α-helix, very close to the centre of the can-like cylinder (Fig. 3). A 
very large part of the primary structure of the protein is used to construct the β-barrel and the 
threading α-helix. The N-terminal residue and the C-terminal residues 230-238, approxi-
mately corresponding to the maximal numbers of residues that can be removed from the N- 
(2 residues) and C-terminal (6 residues) respectively of GFP at retained fluorescence, are dis-
ordered and therefore unresolved in this structural image.  
                                                                        

 
Figure 3. The tertiary structure of GFP, displaying its can-like shape with the α-helix, containing the 
chromophore, threading up through the can (Brejc et al., 1997). 

 
The tripeptide motif Ser65-Tyr66-Gly67- in the primary structure of unfolded or denatured 
GFP does not display any striking feature (Fig. 4, top). However, as the GFP protein folds 
into its native conformation, these three amino acids are forced into a sharp turn (Fig. 4, mid-
dle, left), greatly favouring a nucleophilic attack of the amide of Gly67 on the carbonyl of 
Ser65, leading to imidazolinone formation by cyclization (Fig. 4, middle, right) and dehydra-
tion (Fig. 4, bottom, left). At this point, GFP does not fluoresce (Heim et al., 1994) but, con-
ditional on the presence of molecular oxygen, the α–β bond of residue 66 is subsequently 
dehydrogenated into conjugation with the imidazolinone (Fig. 4, bottom, right), which results 
in maturation of the GFP chromophore to its fluorescent form (Heim et al., 1994; Cubitt et 
al., 1995).  
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Figure 4. Chemical reaction scheme accounting for the spontaneous formation of the GFP 
chromophore from the Ser65-Tyr66-Gly67 motif in the native conformation of the protein in the 
presence of molecular oxygen (Tsien, 1998). 

 
GFP is generally non-toxic and can be expressed to high levels in different organisms with 
minor effects on their physiology (Chalfie et al., 1994). Furthermore, when the gene for GFP 
is fused to the gene of a protein to be studied in an organism of interest, the expressed protein 
of interest retains its normal activity and, likewise, GFP retains its fluorescence, so that the 
location, movement and other activities of the studied protein can be followed by micro-
scopic monitoring of the GFP fluorescence (Wang and Hazelrigg, 1994). Taken together, the 
remarkable and unexpected properties of GFP from Aequorea victoria summarized in this 
section are essential for the usefulness of GFP for studies at the molecular level of dynamic 
processes in living cells.  
 
Today, there are many novel variants of GFP with improved or complementary properties in 
relation to those of GFP from Aequorea victoria, some of which will be discussed in the next 
section.  
 
The GFP family and its mutants  
From the perspective of its usefulness in the biosciences, some aspects of GFP function stand 
out. Among these are: (i) the brightness of the molecule, defined as the extinction coefficient 
at the maximum of the excitation spectrum (see Fig. 1) multiplied by the quantum yield, i.e. 
the probability that an excitation of the electronic dipole of the chromophore leads to the 
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emission of a photon rather than to another, heat-generating transition to the ground state of 
the chromophore; (ii) the photo-stability of the molecule, i.e. the average number of photons 
that the chromophore emits before the fluorescence is lost due to chemical events emanating 
from the first singlet excited state and leading to photo-decomposition; (iii) the existence of 
GFP-like molecules with different excitation and emission spectra throughout the whole 
visible region; (iv) rapid and efficient folding of the molecule in the intracellular context; (v) 
rapid maturation of the chromophore subsequent to protein folding; and (vi) monomeric 
configuration of GFP-like proteins, to facilitate their fusing with proteins of interest. Great 
brightness (i) and photo-stability (ii) are determinants of the signal-to-noise ratio of GFP-
derived intracellular signals. Variable excitation and emission properties (iii) will, in 
particular, allow for the monitoring of events when two GFP molecules, where the emission 
spectrum of one (the donor) matches the excitation spectrum of the other (the acceptor), come 
close to each other. The principle, usually referred to as Fluorescence (or Förster) Resonance 
Energy Transfer (FRET), is a radiation-less energy transfer between two electronic dipoles 
occurring with a first-order rate constant inversely proportional to the sixth power of the dis-
tance between them. FRET can be used to estimate inter-chromophoric distances smaller than 
about 100Å, and the method has been generalized to involve energy transfer between three, 
rather than two, GFP chromophores.  
 
Engineering of GFP from Aequorea victoria has led to improved brightness and photo-stabil-
ity. In addition, variants with better folding properties at temperatures higher than those in the 
northern Pacific Ocean, the habitat of Aequorea victoria, have been engineered, along with 
GFP molecules with varying excitation and emission spectra (Tsien, 1998; Matz et al., 2002). 
GFP-like molecules emitting in the red part of the visible spectrum were eventually found 
among Antozoans (corals) (Matz et al., 1999; 2002), and made useful for intracellular pro-
tein-tagging by elimination of their oligomerizing propensity through extensive mutagenesis 
(Campbell et al, 2002). The coverage of the visible spectrum of light by emission spectra 
from GFP-like proteins existing in the year 2002 is shown in Fig. 5. 
                                               

 
 
Figure 5. Spectral properties of variants of the GFP family (Matz et al., 2002). 
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Other important GFP-like mutants can be photo-activated from a non-fluorescent to a fluore-
scent state or photo-converted from one to another emission wavelength (e.g. Patterson and 
Lippincott-Schwartz, 2002; Ando et al., 2002; Tsutsui et al., 2005). 
 
The scientific impact of GFP 
Synergisms between the suitability of GFP-like proteins as precisely targeted intracellular 
genetic tags, the rapid development of imaging techniques, and data analysis have boosted 
the use of GFP in the biological sciences. Early-developed biophysical fluorescence methods 
like FRET (see above), fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), fluorescence cross-
correlation spectroscopy (FCCS), fluorescence recovery after photo-bleaching (FRAP) and 
total internal reflection microscopy are now extensively used to monitor intracellular events 
from signals provided by the fluorescence from GFP-like proteins. In addition, fluorescence 
life-time imaging (FLIM), high-resolution photo-activation localization microscopy (PALM) 
and other high resolution methods based on GFP have emerged. Indeed, no other recent dis-
covery has had such a large impact on how experiments are carried out and interpreted in the 
biological sciences, as witnessed by the appearance of more than 20,000 publications involv-
ing GFP since 1992. Some examples of GFP usage are provided below, just to indicate how 
GFP-based methods have radically changed the experimental potential within essentially all 
branches of the biological sciences.  
 
The most common use of GFP has been to monitor the location, movement and chemical re-
actions involving proteins expressed as fusion partners with GFP. The localization of GFP-
fusion proteins in different parts of cells, for example during the cell cycle or during 
exponential growth, has been extensively studied. One example is provided by the pole-to-
pole oscillations of the MinDE system that determine the midpoint of bacterial cells for sep-
tum formation and cell division, as illustrated in Fig. 6. 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Pole-to-pole oscillations of GFP (green fluorescent protein) fused to MinC (following MinD) 
(David Fange, Uppsala, unpublished data obtained in the laboratory of J. Paulsson in Harvard, Med. 
School). Top row, left column: Microscope image of an E. coli cell. Sequence of snap-shots of the 
fluorescence from GFP-MinC in the E. coli cell at five-second intervals in the order: (left column, rows 
2, 3, 4), (right column, rows 1, 2, 3, 4). The figure shows the oscillation of MinC from cell-pole to cell-
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pole in a time window slightly longer than the period time of the oscillation. Through these oscillations 
the average concentration of the septum inhibiting MinD protein is smallest at the mid-point of the 
cell, which marks the mid-point for septum formation preceding cell division (Raskin and de Boer, 
1999ab).  

 
Several spectral variants of GFP tagged to different protein populations in the cell have pro-
vided data on how the dynamics of these populations respond to chemical inhibitors, muta-
tions and gene knock outs (Ellenberg et al., 1998). 
 
Another application is provided by monitoring the temporal expression of genes, for example 
in the formation of large molecular machines like the flagella and their motors, that allow for 
the chemotactic swimming responses of bacteria (Kalir et al., 2001).  
 
By expressing full-length GFP-tagged proteins from their endogenous chromosomal locations 
at natural levels, it has become feasible to monitor the intracellular location and concentration 
spectrum of the whole proteasome of different organisms (Ghaemmaghami et al., 2003).  
 
Another window for detailed kinetic studies of kinetic phenomena in cells is provided by 
single-cell, single-molecule microscopy based on GFP fluorescence (Xie et al., 2008). For 
instance, a single protein molecule bound to an immobile target in the cell can be detected as 
a well-defined spot, provided that its fluorescence is collected during a time shorter than the 
lifetime of its bound state. If, in contrast, the protein diffuses freely in the cell during the time 
it is monitored, then its fluorescence is hidden in the background fluorescence. This principle 
is illustrated by recent studies (Elf et al., 2007), of the dissociation kinetics of a GFP-fused 
transcription factor when bound to its specific site or to non-specific sites on the chromo-
some. By varying the microscope monitoring time by the use of laser pulses of different 
lengths, the chromosomal residence time of the factor could be determined in the two cases, 
and thus the rate constants for dissociation of the factor from its specific and non-specific 
sites.  
 
When two proteins, one fused to a GFP with an emission spectrum overlapping the excitation 
spectrum of the GFP fused to the other one, interact with each other, there will be a strong 
FRET signal to report their union. Another way to study such direct interactions is through 
protein complementation with GFP. Here, one protein is fused to one half of GFP, while the 
other protein is fused to the other half of GFP. As the two proteins form a complex, the two 
halves of GFP are joined and fluorescence emerges (Cabantous et al., 2004). 
 
An indirect way to identify protein complexes is through Fluorescence Cross Correlation 
Spectroscopy. Here, two proteins of interest are labelled with GFP molecules emitting light at 
wavelengths separate from each other. When the fluorescence intensities at these two wave-
lengths, resulting from laser illumination of a small volume element in a living cell, are cross-
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correlated, it can be decided whether the two fused proteins diffuse independently of each 
other or whether they diffuse as a complex.  
 
A number of GFP-based techniques have been used to study intracellular trafficking (e.g. 
Lippincott Schwartz et al., 2001; Phair and Misteli, 2001). Among these are the highlighting 
of specific protein pools after photo-bleaching or photo activation of GFP molecules. These 
methods have made it possible to measure the kinetics, pool sizes and residence times of 
proteins moving between different subcellular sites. 
 
GFP has been used to study membrane-bound organelles, and one key finding is that many of 
these continuously exchange protein components with each other. For instance, the Golgi 
apparatus, which receives secretory cargo from the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER), constitu-
tively recycles its components back to the ER and disassembles during mitosis. 
 
In the area of nuclear architectures, GFP-based studies have revealed that interphase nuclear 
structures are both dynamic and self-organizing.  
 
GFP fusion proteins have been successfully used to construct sensors of intracellular para-
meters, like pH, Ca2+ or various metabolite concentrations.  
 
Finally, GFP fusions have been extensively used for imaging cells and tissues within multi-
cellular organisms and have become a very important experimental tool in neurobiology.  
 
The discovery of GFP 
The jellyfish Aequorea victoria is bioluminescent, i.e. it produces light with the help of 
chemical reactions that provide the energy for photon emission and emits green light as first 
described by Davenport and Nicol (1955). In 1960, Osamu Shimomura joined the laboratory 
of Frank Johnson at Princeton to clarify the molecular mechanism of the bioluminescence of 
Aequorea victoria. Shimomura came from Nagoya University, where he had completed 
extensive work on the bioluminescence of the small ostracod Cypridina, together with Prof. 
Y. Hirata. Aequorea victoria jellyfish were collected during the following summers in Friday 
Harbor in the Puget Sound of Washington state on the coast of the Pacific Ocean 
(Shimomura, 2005). 
 
The active component of the Aequorea bioluminescence was identified as a protein, named 
aequorin, emitting blue light in a Ca2+-dependent manner (Shimomura et al., 1962). That the 
light emission of purified aequorin peaked in the blue part of the visible spectrum came as a 
surprise, since the bioluminescence of Aequorea victoria is distinctly green. In the quest to 
explain this riddle, Shimomura and his colleagues isolated yet another protein, displaying 
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strong, green fluorescence (Shimomura et al., 1962). The following quotes from Shimomura 
et al. (1962) summarize their findings and ideas relating to GFP at this early time-point: 
 
“A protein giving solutions that are slightly greenish in sunlight though only yellowish under 
tungsten lights, and exhibiting a very bright, greenish fluorescence in the ultraviolet of a 
Mineralite, has also been isolated from squeezates (i.e. extracted by squeezing out the light-
emitting cells of Aequorea victoria). No indications of a luminescent reaction of this sub-
stance could be detected. Studies of the emission spectra of both this protein and aequorin are 
in progress.” 
 
and 
 
“…it is reasonable to suppose that the greenish quality (i.e. of Aequorea bioluminescence) 
results from a light-filtering effect and fluorescence of the green protein which is highly con-
centrated together with aequorin in the photogenic cells (of Aequorea).” 
 
Subsequently, Shimomura and his colleagues found that the blue luminescence from aequorin 
(λmax = 470) (Shimomura and Johnson, 1969; Kohama et al., 1971) matches the long 
wavelength peak (λexmax=460 nm) in the excitation spectrum of GFP, with the emission spec-
trum peaking at about 510 nm (λemmax 508-515 nm) (Cormier et al., 1973). From these data, it 
had been suggested without direct experimental proof that the green light of Aequorea 
victoria originates in direct, radiation-less transfer of the energy of the chemically excited 
electronic dipole in aequorin to excite the electronic dipole of GFP, followed by green photon 
emission as the latter returns to the ground state (Morin and Hastings, 1971ab). In modern 
language, this would mean that GFP is the acceptor and aequorin the donor in an energy-
transfer reaction of FRET type (see above on FRET). Experimental evidence for this 
hypothesis was provided by Shimomura and colleagues in a publication (1974), including 
estimates of the distance between aequorin and GFP in the photogenic cells of Aequorea 
victoria, along with purification protocols and detailed characterization of the absorption and 
emission spectra of GFP (Morise et al., 1974). 
 
Although Shimomura’s main interest was the bioluminescence of aequorin, including its use 
as a calcium indicator in living cells, he turned his attention to the fluorescent chromophore 
of GFP to clarify its chemical structure (Shimomura, 1979). He digested GFP with papain, 
which led to the disappearance of the fluorescence of the protein, but found one peptide 
fragment with the same absorption spectrum as that of the intact protein. He studied the 
physical-chemical properties of this peptide compared with those of a model compound, and 
suggested that the chromophore is a p-hydroxybenzylideneimidazolinone moiety (See Fig. 1). 
With access to the primary structure of GFP (Prasher et al., 1992; see below), Cody et al. 
(1993) re-characterized the GFP chromophore, also using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
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(NMR). They confirmed the functional portion of the chromophore as p-
hydroxybenzylideneimidazolinone, as suggested by Shimomura, but re-identified the two 
amino acids making up the imidazolone ring as Ser and Gly (Fig. 1).  
 
In summary, Shimomora made essential contributions to the discovery of GFP, its purifica-
tion and the characterization of its physicochemical properties, including the excitation and 
emission spectra of its fluorescence under various conditions. He demonstrated with his col-
leagues that GFP can act as the acceptor in FRET from aequorin as donor, which explains 
why Aequorea victoria emits green, rather than blue, light. Finally, he correctly assigned the 
functional portion of the chromophore integrated in the peptide chain of GFP. Without the 
pioneering research of Shimomura, mainly with classical methods for protein purification and 
spectroscopy, it is likely that the GFP revolution would have been delayed by decades or 
even remained one of the hidden secrets of the Pacific Ocean.  
 
The expression of GFP in organisms other than Aequorea victoria 
Douglas Prasher, working in M.J. Cormier’s laboratory, cloned the gene for the biolumine-
scent protein aequorin (Prasher et al., 1985). Using the same cDNA library from Aequorea 
victoria, Prasher and his colleagues made a first attempt to fish out the gene for GFP with 
DNA oligos derived from known peptide sequence elements of GFP (Prasher et al., 1992). In 
this way, they identified an open reading frame (ORF) encoding 168 amino acids, suggesting 
a molecular weight of the protein significantly smaller than that estimated earlier with other 
methods. This discrepancy suggested that their ORF was incomplete, but it could all the same 
be used to identify the three amino acids that make up the core of the chromophore of GFP 
(Fig. 1; Cody et al., 1993). With the help of a second cDNA library from Aequorea victoria, 
they obtained and cloned the complete ORF of GFP, encoding 238 amino acids, with the 
chromophore precursor motif Ser-Tyr-Gly positioned as residues 65-67 (Prasher et al., 1992). 
It was believed by many of the experts at the time that formation of a fluorescing chromo-
phore in GFP would require an unknown enzyme system, idiosyncratic to Aequorea victoria. 
It was therefore considered likely that expression in heterologous systems would result in a 
non-fluorescent apo-form of GFP, rather than in its scientifically useful fluorescent form. At 
the end of their cloning article, Prasher et al. (1992) summarized their view of the prospects: 
 
“These (cloning) results will enable us to construct an expression vector for the preparation 
of non-fluorescent apoGFP. Since no information is yet available regarding the biosynthesis 
of the chromophore, a recombinant form of this protein will be a valuable reagent with which 
to examine the biochemistry of chromophore formation in this unique class of proteins and 
the mechanism of energy transfer between aequorin and GFP”. 
 
Prasher, Ward and collaborators (Code et al., 1993; see also above) used the by then known 
peptide sequence of GFP (Prasher et al., 1992) to identify the tri-peptide motif responsible for 
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eventual formation of the functional core of its chromophore. In this, they used a similar ap-
proach with initial papain degradation of the protein to that used earlier by Shimomura 
(1979) and, in addition, they validated their chromophore model (Fig. 1) by NMR spectros-
copy (Code et al., 1993). As mentioned above, the functional core of their chromophore was 
the same as that suggested by Shimomura, but they could now correctly assign Ser65 and 
Gly67 as the precursors of the heterocyclic imidazolidinone ring. Although the GFP chro-
mophore was now correctly assigned, its maturation from a Ser-Tyr-Gly peptide segment in 
“apo-GFP” to the fluorescing GFP variant remained a mystery. They summarized the situa-
tion (Code et al., 1993): 
 
“The posttranslational events required for chromophore formation are not yet understood. It 
is very unlikely that the chromophore forms spontaneously, but its formation probably re-
quires some enzymatic machinery.”  
 
The question whether the GFP-chromophore forms spontaneously or whether its maturation 
requires an auxiliary enzyme system was soon to be answered, but preceding this clarification 
the expression of brilliantly fluorescing GFP in a selected number of model organisms was of 
great biological significance.  
 
Martin Chalfie had spent post-doc time with Sidney Brenner (Nobel Laureate in Physiology 
or Medicine in 2002) in Cambridge, UK, working on neuron development in the small nema-
tode (earthworm) Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans).  
 
When Chalfie first heard about GFP, he was greatly excited about the prospects of using the 
molecular genetics worked out for C. elegans by S. Brenner and his colleagues to transform 
the organism with genes for GFP fused with a host of interesting proteins for expression 
under control of their authentic promoters. When affiliated at Columbia University, he 
obtained the GFP gene (gfp) clone from Prasher in 1992 after its publication (Prasher et al., 
1992), and expressed it in E. coli the same year. The GFP protein displayed a bright, green 
fluorescence in this heterologous organism, suggesting that it could indeed serve as a 
versatile genetic marker in virtually all organisms. With the gfp clone obtained from Prasher, 
Chalfie transformed C. elegans with gfp under the control of a promoter regulating the 
expression of β-tubulin, abundant in six touch receptor neurons in C. elegans. The organism 
subsequently expressed GFP from distinct positions in its body and at distinct times in its 
development.  
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Figure 7. Expression of GFP from a first stage C. elegans larva (Chalfie et al., 1994). The two touch 
receptor neurons ALMR and PLMR are fluorescence-labelled at their cell bodies, leading to the strongly 
fluorescing two dots in the figure. Fluorescing processes can be seen projecting from both of these 
cell bodies. Halos produced from the out-of-focus of homologues of these cells on the other side of 
the animal are indicated by arrow heads. The thick arrow points to the nerve ring branch from the 
ALMR cell (out of focus); the thin arrows point to weakly fluorescing cell bodies.  

 
Chalfie and his colleagues submitted their gfp expression results in E. coli and C. elegans to 
Science in mid-September 1993 and the article was published at the beginning of February 
1994 (Chalfie et al., 1994). Their C. elegans results were also mentioned in an abstract on “A 
New Method of Looking at C. elegans Gene Expression” published in Worm Breeder’s Ga-
zette in October 1993 (Chalfie et al., 1993). The latter results were summarized as follows: 
 
“We have developed a new way to look at gene expression in C. elegans (and other organ-
isms) that utilizes an inherently fluorescent protein (the green-fluorescent protein; GFP) from 
the jellyfish Aequorea victoria. GFP fluoresces bright green when illuminated with blue light. 
We have found that this fluorescence does not depend upon any other component specific to 
Aequorea victoria, so gfp can be used instead of lacZ, for example, to make gene expression 
fusions.” 
 
The fluorescent form of GFP could be expressed not only in E. coli and C. elegans (Chalfie et 
al., 1993; 1994), but also in the yeast Sacharomyces cerevisiae, as later demonstrated by 
Roger Tsien and his collaborators (Chalfie et al., 1994, footnote 23) and in mammalian cells 
as subsequently demonstrated by Lanini and MacKeon (Ibid). In the same year, the 
possibility to use constructs of GFP fused to proteins of interest was demonstrated for yet 
another important model organism, namely Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly) (Wang and 
Hazelrigg, 1994). The findings that brightly fluorescing GFP could be expressed in four very 
important model organisms and that GFP-fusion constructs retained both the fluorescence of 
GFP and the activity of the fusion partner demonstrated the virtually unlimited potential of 
GFP as a universal genetic tag in biological research. At the same time, the question how its 
chromophore maturates remained unanswered (Chalfie et al., 1994): 
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“…chromophore formation is not species specific and occurs either through the use of ubi-
quitous cellular components or by autocatalysis.” 
 
In summary, Martin Chalfie, with a gfp clone obtained from Douglas Prasher, was the first to 
demonstrate that GFP in its fluorescent form can be expressed in both E. coli and C. elegans 
without addition of auxiliary heterologous factors. These results meant a breakthrough in that 
they demonstrated the feasibility of GFP as a universal genetic marker, thereby opening the 
door to the universe of experimental possibilities for quantitative studies of dynamic pro-
cesses in living cells that we benefit from today.  
 
Development of GFP and GFP-like proteins 
Roger Tsien expressed the gfp-gene anaerobically in E. coli and found that under oxygen-de-
ficient conditions GFP did not fluoresce, in spite of the fact that it was expressed and appar-
ently folded. However, fluorescence slowly emerged upon addition of oxygen to such non-
fluorescent GFP molecules in living cells or in very dilute cell extracts where, in both cases, 
there was no de novo synthesis of proteins (Heim et al., 1994). From these data, Tsien and his 
collaborators inferred that formation of the fluorescent chromophore of GFP occurs post-
translationally with molecular oxygen as the only auxiliary factor. Since molecular oxygen is 
ubiquitous in all aerobically living cells, their discovery explained why GFP had effortlessly 
fluoresced in every organism in which it had so far been expressed and strongly suggested 
that the same would be true for every aerobically living organism where GFP- expression was 
attempted. They also suggested the chemical scheme for chromophore formation (Fig. 4).  
 
In the same paper, they introduced a number of point mutations in GFP with profound effects 
on its spectral properties, including variants where the main peak of the excitation spectrum 
of wild type GFP was shifted from the UV (Fig. 2) to the blue part of the spectrum. These 
engineering results showed that GFP was robust vis-à-vis amino acid substitutions, including 
changes in the functional portion of the chromophore (Fig. 1). They gave the start signal for 
all those engineering steps that have improved GFP and paved the way for its many success-
ful applications in the biological sciences. 
 
In these early years, Tsien and his collaborators deepened the mechanistic understanding of 
the fluorescence of GFP and developed several new GFP variants (Tsien, 1998) with altered 
spectral properties (Heim et al., 1994; Heim and Tsien, 1996), improved brightness (Heim et 
al., 1995) and ameliorated folding (Heim and Tsien, 1996; see also Tsien, 1998, Fig. 6). 
 
An important step forward, allowing for rational design of mutants, was the solution of the 
crystal structure of GFP by Remington in collaboration with Tsien (Ormö et al., 1996) and, 
independently, by Yang et al. (1996).  
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Apart from the engineering of GFP from Aequorea victoria, Tsien has also made a number of 
important contributions to the development of variants of red fluorescent proteins, often 
based on the DsRed fluorescing protein from the coral Discosoma , discovered by Lukyanov 
and collaborators (Matz et al., 1999; Matz et al., 2002). Tsien and his collaborators charac-
terized the structure of the chromophore of DsRed and the chemical steps leading to its 
maturation (Gross et al., 2000). This work included quantum chemical computations ac-
counting for the red-shift in the excitation and emission spectra of DsRed, compared to those 
of GFP from Aequorea victoria. He used extensive mutations of DsRed to transform it from 
an obligate tetramer, of limited use as a genetic tag, to a monomer with retained fluorescence 
properties (Baird et al., 2000; Campbell et al., 2002). Recent extensions and summaries of 
this work by Tsien and collaborators can be found in Shaner et al., 2004; 2008. The gene-
alogy of different proteins developed from DsRed is shown in Fig. 8: 

 
Figure 8. Genealogy of proteins derived from DsRed. 8a Sequence changes and their colours. 8b. The 
family tree of DsRed proteins. (From Shaner et al. 2004).  
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The spectroscopic qualities of these proteins are summarized in Fig. 9: 
 

Figure 9. Spectroscopic and other relevant properties derived from DsRed. (From Shaner et al., 
2008). 

 
Roger Tsien has also pioneered in the development of fluorescence-based sensors of Ca2+ 
concentrations in whole organisms, tissues, organelles and submicroscopic environments, 
previously out of reach for quantitative monitoring (Miyawaki et al., 1999). The monitoring 
principle is chimeric protein constructs, consisting of a blue or cyan mutant of GFP, 
calmodulin (CaM) and a glycylglycine linker, the CaM-binding domain of myosin light chain 
kinase (M13) and a green or yellow version of GFP. When calcium ions bind to CaM, this 
induces the binding of CaM to M13, which reduces the distance between the two GFP vari-
ants and thereby increases the FRET efficiency. In this way, the FRET signal can be cali-
brated to the intracellular concentration of Ca2+.  
 
In summary, Roger Tsien has made seminal contributions to our understanding of the chem-
istry of the fluorescence properties of GFP and other members of the GFP family. He has 
made extensive contributions to the development of GFP variants with fluorescence emission 
in the whole visible spectrum, with increased brightness and photostability and improved 
folding properties along with rapid maturation of their chromophores. Roger Tsien’s research 
has been instrumental for the development of GFP and GFP-like proteins to the highly effi-
cient genetic tags that today constitute a universal “tool box” for studies of dynamic proc-
esses in all living systems.  
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